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On-screen: [ETS® GRE®]


On-screen: [Understanding the GRE® General Test: Verbal Reasoning.]

On-screen: [“What’s the word on Verbal Reasoning?”]

On-screen: [The Verbal Reasoning assessment measures]

On-screen: [An individual’s ability to comprehend and synthesize written material.]

On-screen: [It assesses a test taker’s ability to:]

On-screen: [Analyze and draw conclusions from discourse]

On-screen: [Reason from incomplete data]

On-screen: [Identify the author’s assumptions and/or perspective]

On-screen: [Understand literal and figurative meanings]

On-screen: [Summarize text, and distinguish major from minor points]

On-screen: [Understand the meaning of words, sentences and entire texts]

On-screen: [Understand relationships among words and among concepts]

On-screen: [By weighting the verbal reasoning score based on your program’s mission and enrollment goals]

On-screen: [You can get a clearer picture of an applicant’s potential.]

On-screen: [As part of the only researched-based]

On-screen: [Objective measure of an applicant’s]

On-screen: [Critical thinking, analytical writing and reasoning skills]

On-screen: [The GRE® Verbal Reasoning score is an important part of any holistic admissions process.]
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